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A B S T R A C T 
The aim of this paper was to accurately estímate the local truncation error of partial differ-
ential equations, that are numerically solved using a finite difference or finite volume 
approach on structured and unstructured meshes. In this work, we approximated the local 
truncation error using the T-estimation procedure, which aims to compare the residuals on 
a sequence of grids with different spacing. First, we focused the analysis on one-dimen-
sional scalar linear and non-linear test cases to examine the accuracy of the estimation 
of the truncation error for both finite difference and finite volume approaches on different 
grid topologies. Then, we extended the analysis to two-dimensional problems: first on lin-
ear and non-linear scalar equations and finally on the Euler equations. We demonstrated 
that this approach yields a highly accurate estimation of the truncation error if some con-
ditions are fulfilled. These conditions are related to the accuracy of the restriction opera-
tors, the choice of the boundary conditions, the distortion of the grids and the 
magnitude of the iteration error. 
1. Introduction 
In the past decade, great effort has been made to increase the accuracy of the numerical simulation of fluid flows and to 
decrease the computational resources required for these simulations. 
Accuracy assessment is a necessary step that follows code verification and precedes model validation. Verification pro-
vides evidence that the conceptual model is solved correctly by the discrete mathematics that is embodied in the computer 
code. The fundamental strategy of verification is the identification, quantification, and reduction of errors in a computational 
model and its solution [1,2]. In this manner, numerical errors become an efficient uncertainty estimator. In addition to errors 
that might be introduced in the course of developing the solution algorithm, in programming or in setting up the boundary 
conditions, numerical solutions always include four types of systematic errors: 
• Modelling error, which is defined as the difference between the actual flow and the exact solution of the mathematical 
model. 
• Truncation error, which is defined as the difference between the discretised operator applied to the exact solution and the 
exact operator applied to the exact solution of the mathematical model. 
• Discretisation error, which is defined as the difference between the exact solution of the mathematical model and the exact 
solution of the algebraic system of equations obtained by discretising the equations. 
• Iteration error, which is defined as the difference between the exact solution of the algebraic system and the iterative solu-
tion of the same system. 
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Modelling errors are the most difficult errors to estímate. To perform this estimation, one needs data on the real flow, and 
in most cases, these data are not available. Therefore, modelling errors are usually estimated only for some test cases for 
which accurate experimental data are available or for which accurate simulations exist (i.e., direct numerical simulations). 
Moreover, it is important to remember that experimental data are only approximate and that the measurement and process-
ing errors can be significant. However, these data are indispensable for the validation of models. The validation should be 
performed in the last step when discretisation and iteration errors have been carefully analysed. 
Knowing when to stop the iteration process is crucial from the point of view of computational efficiency. As a rule of 
thumb, an iteration error should be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the discretisation error. Because most com-
putational fluid dynamics solvers require the computation of the residuals, the simplest practice is to monitor their norm. 
Because the discretised equations represent approximations of the differential equation, the exact solution of the latter, 
which is denoted by u, does not satisfy the difference equation. The imbalance, which is due to truncation of the Taylor ser-
ies, is called a truncation error. For a grid Qh with a reference spacing h, the truncation error xh and the discretisation error eh 
are defined as follows: 
—
 h > => Cheh = Th (for linear operators) (1) 
where £ is a symbolic operator representing the differential equation, Ch is a symbolic operator representing the algebraic 
equation system obtained by discretisation on grid Qh,Xh represents a linear continuum-to-grid Qh interpolation operator 
(i.e., point-wise restriction) and uh is the exact solution of the algebraic system on the grid Qh. The equation on the right side 
is called the discrete discretisation error transpon equation (DÉTE, see Roy [3]). 
The estimation of the numerical error provides valuable information that can be used in different applications. The trun-
cation/discretisation errors are directly related to the mesh distribution, and thus, a careful estimation might be employed in 
mesh generation/mesh adaptation. These estimations might also be used to increase the accuracy of the partial differential 
equation (PDE) solution or in zonal modelling, as they are measures of the solution/discretisation accuracy. However, the 
accurate evaluation of numerical errors is not a trivial task. 
A well-known strategy employed to study discretisation error is based on Richardson extrapolation [4-6]. The estimation 
of the discretisation error by Richardson extrapolation is based on the existence of a decomposition in the Taylor series of the 
solution; then, it is assumed to be a smooth solution of the partial differential equation. Recent analysis has been performed, 
for example, in [7-9]. The major advantage of this approach is that it is independent of the numerical scheme and thus is 
easily extendable to any numerical solver. However, it requires the computation of an approximated solution on at least 
two meshes (three if the order of accuracy of the numerical scheme is considered an unknown) with different spacing, mak-
ing it unsuitable for three-dimensional industrial applications. Another family of methods employed to estímate the discret-
isation error is based on the solution of the DÉTE. In Shih [10], this approach is used to estímate the relative discretisation 
error (grid-induced error). However, this approach needs the solution of an auxiliary set of equations (the DÉTE) and an accu-
rate model for the source term (relative truncation error). Recently, much work has been performed on the estimation of the 
relative discretisation error associated with functional outputs. This family of methods is called adjoint methodology, which 
aims to compute the linear sensitivity of an objective function with respect to a number of design variables [11,12]. Adjoint 
methodology permits accurate grid-induced corrections but is highly expensive, as it requires the solution of the dual prob-
lem and usually the explicit storage of an embedded grid. 
The analysis of truncation error, which acts as a source term for the discretisation error through the DÉTE (right side of Eq. 
(1)), can be performed in two different manners. First, the analysis can be performed by deriving analytical expressions from 
Taylor series expansions, and second, the analysis can be performed by deriving a methodology to approximate the error. In 
the former, for example, in [13], the analysis of the exact truncation error is performed for the finite difference (FD) discret-
isation of the first derivative to compare its expression on the non-uniform physical domain and on the uniform transformed 
space. Leonard [14] investigated the differences in the truncation error when applying FD or finite volumes (FV) to the first 
derivative for several schemes. Jeng and Chen [15] analysed the exact truncation error arising from the FV discretisation of a 
steady convective equation, yielding a correction in the fluxes that improves the consistency in the presence of grid non-uni-
formities. Hagen [16] investigated the influence of the different terms of the truncation error with a finite element model of 
the linearised shallow water equations, demonstrating that their magnitude is strongly dependent on the element configu-
ration and shape. More recently, Kallinderis [17] investigated the analytic form of the truncation error for FV discretisation of 
first-order derivatives, providing direct relationships between computational accuracy and elementary types of mesh distor-
tion. However, the primary issue with these approaches is the complexity of the related expressions, particularly for multi-
dimensional problems on arbitrary grids. The second issue is their lack of generality, as the explicit truncation error expres-
sions differ from one scheme to another. 
In contrast, the estimation of the truncation error by means of x-estimation [6] is an interesting alternative because it 
does not require the solution to be on a secondary grid, it only requires the computation of the residual. Furthermore, it 
is closely linked to the forcing term in the full approximation scheme of the multigrid approach [5], facilitating computation 
in a solver with a multigrid strategy. Berger [18] computed an estimation of the local truncation error using x-estimation in 
an adaptive FD method for the computation of a two-dimensional transonic NACA0012 Euler flow. More recently, Bernert 
[19] performed an extensive analysis of the accuracy of the estimation of the truncation error by x-estimation, yielding 
stringent conditions on the restriction operators for transfers from fine to coarse and coarse to fine grids. Fulton [20] pro-
posed a different formulation, yielding less stringent conditions on the interpolation orders. However, much work has been 
performed using an FD method, whereas few works have been devoted to extending the application to FV solvers. Syrakos 
[21] successfully investigated the x-estimation for FV discretisation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations to in-
crease the order of accuracy of the overall spatial scheme (procedure known as x-extrapolation [6]). However, that study 
did not provide extensive analyses of the accuracy of the estimations with respect to restriction operators or grid non-
uniformities. 
Here, we propose to extend the work of Bernert [19] and Fulton [20], who focused on uniform FD methods, to FV discret-
isations, both cell-centred and vertex-based, on different element types. We developed a truncation error estimator and de-
rived all of the necessary conditions to ensure accuracy. We discuss the analysis of the conditions for an accurate estimation 
as follows: the order of the transfer operators acting in the truncation error estimator formula as a function of the order of 
the numerical scheme, the effect of the boundary conditions, the influence of distortion and the influence of the iteration 
error on the accuracy of the estimation. Whereas the latter were performed on one- and two-dimensional scalar equations 
using a cell-centred FV method, a concrete application using the vertex-based DLR TAU-Code [22] for the Euler equations is 
subsequently presented. 
The present paper is organised as follows. First, we derive in Section 2 the mathematical formulation and the conditions 
to be fulfilled for an accurate estimation of the local truncation error. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we estímate the truncation 
error for one-dimensional and two-dimensional reference problems. We present the difficulties associated with this meth-
odology as well as different solutions. Finally, in Section 4, we address more realistic configurations with Euler equations on 
structured and unstructured grids. 
2. Problem formulation 
Let us consider the discretisation of a partial differential equation on a grid Qh indexed by a mesh size parameter h of the 
following form: 
ChUh=fh:=lhf (2) 
where, as mentioned in the last section, Ih represents a linear continuum-to-grid Qh transfer for the specified/(e.g., point-
wise restriction) and uh represents the converged numerical solution. We recall that the corresponding local truncation error 
is defined as follows: 
Chlhu=fh + Th ^rh = Chlhu-lhCu (3) 
In addition to the discrete equation Eq. (3) and considering a full approximation storage multigrid algorithm [6], the coarse 
grid equation may be written as follows: 
CHúH = CH{l"hti) + l"hijh - Chti), ú" = i"h{éit + ti) (4) 
corresponding to the discrete equation on a coarser mesh QH, with a mesh ratio of p = h¡H< 1. In Eq. (4), üh is the current 
approximation of the solution (relaxed on the fine grid and not necessarily converged), e|J = uh - üh is the fine grid iteration 
error, for which its high frequencies must be smoothed, /" represents the fine to coarse transfer operator of the solution, 
whereas i" represents the fine to coarse transfer operator of the residual. Note that these restriction operators are not nec-
essarily identical. Similarly, introducing the relative truncation error T¡^ , Eq. (4) may be written as follows: 
£ H Ü H = / H + T¡/ with (5) 
THh=(£HíHhti-fH)-lHh(£hüh-fh) (6) 
Our goal is to use TJJ to estímate xH. If this estimation can be performed with sufficient accuracy, then one can use this local 
error as a mesh adaptation indicator, as an uncertainty estimator or as a means to increase the order of accuracy of the spa-
tial scheme. 
For the case in which the fine grid solution has converged, e|J = 0 then üh = u \ and the second right-hand side term of Eq. 
(6) can be neglected. Most of the analysis presented in the following sections was performed at convergence, and its exten-
sión to non-converged solutions is discussed in Section 3.1.4. 
The following theorem provides the relationship between the accuracy of TJ towards xH and the order of the restriction 
operators acting in Eq. (6). 
Theorem 1 (Truncation Error Estímate). Assume that there exists n, p, q,r,s > 1 such that ifu e Cn+p+q{Q), the truncation error 
(3) satisfies: 
• (Al) Local truncation error of order p: xh = hpXhv + 0(hp+q), with v e Cq(Q) 
• (A2) Local discretisation error of order p: é = hplhw + 0(hp+q), with w e Cq(Q) 
• (A3) Fine to coarse transfer operator of the solution of order s: X^Xhu = XHu + 0{tí), with u e CS{Q) 
(A4) Fine to coarse transfer operator ofthe residual of order r: X"XhR = XHR + 0{tí), with R e C{Q) 
then 
(1 - pV)T» + l»Che\ - CHí»4t + o(hmin<s-p+q)) 
for the linear case and 
r« = (1 - p")xH +1\ yduh 
dcr_ 
' duH l"ü" 
l^el + 0(max(h mm(s,p+q.2p), 2 , 
(7) 
(8) 
for the non-linear case. 
In this analysis, both restriction operators x"x%, were considered linear. 
The two first assumptions state that the meshes employed are sufficiently refined so that both discretisation and trun-
cation errors decrease at the formal rate of convergence. Thus, this analysis is only valid in the asymptotic range. The main 
conclusión of Eq. (7) is related to the order ofthe restriction operator acting on the solution. Examining the exponent ofthe 
last term in Eqs. (7) and (8), it can be deduced that it is necessary to use higher order interpolation s >p to transfer the solu-
tion from a fine to a coarse mesh. If s sg p, then the truncation error estimation will be dominated by the term 0{tí), reducing 
the accuracy of the general results of the formula. Another interesting conclusión of Eqs. (7) and (8) is that the formulas are 
independent ofthe order r ofthe restriction operator for the residual. Next, we derived a specific condition for this restriction 
operator to estímate the truncation error in the case of a non-converged solution. 
Proof. We made a distinction between linear and non-linear differential operators, both for converged and non-converged 
solutions, as follows. 
• Linear case 
- Converged solution 
From (A2) we get: 
e
H
 - í»eh = (1 - pP)eH + o(hp+min{qA) (9) 
For the converged case, üh = uh, e|J = 0. Then, we decomposed uh such that uh = Xhu - e \ and, using the fact that LH is linear, 
Eq. (6) becomes 
THh = CHlHh(lhu - eh) -f = CHlHhlhu -f- CHlHheh 
Using assumption (A3) and Eqs. (1) and (10) becomes 
THh = TH - CHXHheh + O(tí) 
Now, by the use of Eqs. (9) and (11) becomes 
T¡/ = TH - ppCHeH + 0{h min(s,p+q) 
(10) 
(12) 
Finally, using the relation CHeH = TH, Eq. (12) becomes 
Tj/ = ( l - / ) T H + 0(hmÍn(S'P+9))) 
- Non-converged solution 
In the non-converged case, let us decompose the approximate solution üh such that üh = Xhu - eh - e|J. The first term 
7\ of Eq. (6) becomes 
T1=CHl'¿{lhu-eh-4)-fH 
Similar to the converged case, and using the fact that CH is linear, we obtain 
T, = CHXHh(Xhu -eh- 4) -f = (1 - p<>)TH - CHXHh4 + 0(hminisp+q») (13) 
The second term T2 of Eq. (6), using Eq. (3), becomes 
T2 = -l1{Ch{lhu - é - 4) -fh) = -J¡/(Th - Ché - Ch4) (14) 
Now, using the relation Cheh = T \ we finally obtain 
T2=XHhCh4 (15) 
Joining the terms T-¡ + T2 = TJJ, we obtain 
x
H
h = (i - p")TH+i^ch4 - LHii4 + o{tí min(s,p+q) 
The second and third terms on the right-hand side of this equation are the difference between the fine to coarse interpolation 
of the differential operator applied over the fine grid iteration error (X"Cheft) and the differential operator on the coarse mesh 
applied over the fine to coarse interpolation of the fine grid iteration error (cHI"e^\, respectively. When e|J is sufficiently 
small, these two terms can be neglected. However, in the general case when the solution is not converged, the iteration error 
can be of order unity, and thus, these terms disappear only if the following relation holds: 
lHhCh=CHlHh (16) 
Normally, the operator CH is obtained by discretisation coarse grid approximation (dea) [23], which means that the coarse grid 
operator is the same as the fine grid operator, but it is applied over the coarse mesh. In this case, for a given J j , it is possible 
to elimínate the two last terms of Eq. (7) iftherestriction operator applied to the residual X" satisfies the following equation: 
i"=tfJZVr1 07) 
The other method of eliminating the two last terms of Eq. (7) is to define the coarse grid differential operator for both given 
restriction operators in such a way that it fulfils Eq. (16). This procedure is known as Galerkin coarse grid approximation (see 
[23]). 
However, in the general case, the discretisation coarse grid approximation method is employed. Then, if we want to apply 
this methodology to any type of "existing" solvers, we do not consider the implementation of a new coarse grid operator. 
Moreover, if no attention is paid to the choice of X", then we can easily examine the following approximation instead: 
lHhCh4 = CHJ«£| + ch'lHh (4)(m) + 0(hM) (18) 
with c a real constant and /, m positive integers depending on the operator used. We present a detailed analysis of the effect 
of different restriction operators on the estimation of the truncation error in the transient phase in Section 3.1.4. 
• Non-linear case 
- Converged solution 
For the converged case, üh = uh, e|J = 0 and Eq. (6) are reduced to the following: 
THh = C"i»uh -fH 
Now, the relationship xh = Cheh is no longer valid. Instead, the following relationship holds: 
rir" 
Th = Ch(uh + eh)-fh^Th=^j¡ -0{h2p), (19) 
where |y is the local Jacobian of£h obtained ongrid h (respectively, H). Similar to the linear case, ifwedecomposeí/1 such 
that uh = X^u - e \ we obtain 
THh=£HlHh(lhu-eh)-f 
Furthermore, by linearising CHX"(Xhu - eh) and using (A3), we obtain 
ppeH +
 0(hmin{s-p+q-2p)) (20) dC" duH 
tfch _i_ nihminl-s^\
 = T
H
 - ^ 
> du» ,„c -rO(h
mmts
-
¿p)) = XH-
Finally, Eq. (20) becomes 
T» = (1 - pp) xH +
 0(hmin{s-p+q-2p)) (21) 
- Non-converged solution 
For the non-converged case, by proceeding in an equivalent manner to the linear analysis, assuming that e|J < Xhu and 
using Eq. (19), we finally obtain 
T« = ( l - / ) T « + 4 , a u h ac
h 
duH I»Ü>> 
fH£h _¡_ním^íhmÍD^+'l,2p)^ £2 0(max(hmmts-p+q-¿p)),4) (22) 
Now, in contrast to the linear case, deriving a relationship with the restriction operators that eliminates the remaining terms 
does not necessarily ensure that the estimation will be aecurate before any relaxation is performed because of the magnitude 
of the iteration error in the last term of the present equation. To derive this equation, linearisations must be performed 
assuming that eft < Xhu. 
However, in general, the Jacobian of the nonlinear operator is not necessarily smooth, and the iteration error for a non-
smooth solution can be locally large. In any case, the x-estimation formula is still valid, but now it is more problem depen-
dent. According to our numerical experiments, for smooth solutions, this formula is not valid at the first iteration, but still 
provides aecurate estimations of the truncation error far before the solution has converged. 
In any case, further analysis of the structure of the Jacobian and its relationship with the restriction operators should be per-
formed in this context. 
To valídate Eqs. (7) and (8), for the linear and non-linear cases, respectively, we employed a set of partial differential 
equations with known analytic solutions in the following sections. First, we emphasised the analysis on one-dimensional 
equations, and then we investigated the extensión to two-dimensional scalar and vectorial problems. • 
3. Detailed analysis on reference problems 
Here, we studied the effects on the truncation error estimation of the order of the restriction operators, the boundary con-
ditions, the non-uniform meshes and the iteration error for non-converged solutions, both for FD and for FV methods. In the 
following section, the truncation error estimation is compared with the exact truncation error. The latter, with an analytic 
solution in hand, is computed using Eq. (1). 
In the next section, the analytic solutions follow the method of manufactured solution (Roache [2]). The concept behind 
this method is to build a solution and modify the governing equations by inserting the source term that makes the manu-
factured solution verify the problem. Trigonometric functions were employed because no derivative can be eliminated, 
which is of importance to analyse the order of accuracy. 
The analysis of the estimated accuracy of the truncation error is measured on successive meshes of different spacing by 
monitoring the L^ norm of the error in the truncation error estimation (e.g. ||TH — j i T ? IL> w ' t n p = h¡H and p the formal 
order of the numerical scheme). The requirements for a systematic mesh refinement can be found in Oberkampf and Roy [1], 
who state that the successively refined grids should satisfy a uniform refinement and a consistent refinement. The most impor-
tant conclusión is that the grid quality has to remain constant or improve through refinement. Clearly, the asymptotic behav-
iour is dependent on the base grid, but above all, it is dependent on the refinement procedure. In the following sections, we 
consider uniform (in Section 3.1.1), smooth non-uniform and highly distorted grids (in Section 3.1.3) for which a different 
systematic mesh refinement procedure is proposed depending on the features analysed. 
3.1. One-dimensional test cases 
First, to ¡Ilústrate the accuracy of the local truncation error estímate based on the formulation of Eq. (6), we considered 
the one-dimensional diffusion (linear) and diffusion-convection (non-linear, Burger's equation) equations with known exact 
solutions. In these cases, we can compute the exact truncation error by injecting the exact solution into Eq. (1). 
The one-dimensional equations considered read as follows: 
—u"=fi+b.c, -u" + mí = f2 + b.c (23) 
where b.c represents the boundary conditions. Furthermore, we considered the following test functions: 
f/i(x) = 16cos(4x) \h{x) = 16cos(4x) - 4sin(4x) cos(4x) (24) 
u(0)=uex(0), u(l) = uex(l) U(0) = M 0 ) , u ( l )=u e x ( l ) 
These problems have the following exact solution: 
uex(x) = cos(4x). 
Eqs. (23) and (24) are solved using second-order spatial schemes. An FD method associated with a second-order accurate 
central scheme for the computation of the second derivative was considered. Concerning the FV approach, a second-order 
central scheme for the computation of the fluxes was used. The non-linear term was computed using a central scheme 
for the computation of the first derivative. 
The steady-state solution was reached using a Runge-Kutta relaxation scheme and a multigrid strategy. 
We focused the analysis on the different aspects that influence the estimation of the truncation error. First, on the con-
verged solutions, we studied the order of the restriction operators for the solution. Then, we performed a deeper examination 
of the boundaries of the domain, particularly when applying the analytic solution or an analytic flux. We continued with the 
analysis of the accuracy of the estimator in the presence of non-uniform grids. Finally, we concluded the one-dimensional 
analysis with an estimation of the truncation error when the solution has not converged. 
3.1.1. Influence of the order of the restriction operatorfor the solution [I") 
Here, we restricted the analysis to converged solutions on uniform grids for both FD and FV methods. These two discret-
isations give the following truncation error expressions for a uniform grid Qh: 
CWU = - " w + ^ - "«-i ^ tk{Xi) = - ^ ^ + 0(hA) (25) rh-rh,, _ - " ¡+1 + 2ü¡ - Uf-1 __ h¡ , _ h dU¡ 4 Y2 ^ T ( X i , - " T 2 a? 
Note that in the specific case of uniform grids, the FD and FV methods yield the same discretisation. From Eqs. (25) and (26), 
we observe that the dominating term of the truncation error is of order 2 (p = 2) and the following term of order 4 (q = 2) for 
both linear and non-linear problems. 
Here, we analysed the magnitude of the error in the estimation as the mesh spacing is reduced. In this aim, a set of suc-
cessively refined uniform grids was built from imax = 9 to imax = 129. At each grid level, a coarse grid was extracted by 
removing one point every two points to compute the truncation error estímate from Eq. (6) so that in the following 
p = h¡H = 1/2, where h and H are the spacing of a fine grid and the first coarse grid, respectively. 
The estimation of the local truncation error was performed using several restriction operators to interpólate the solution 
from the fine grid level to the first coarse level. 
The classic multigrid approach used in conjunction with the FD method naturally allows an injective operator to restrict 
the solution from the fine grid level to the coarse grid level. In the case of a cell-centred FV and in the common case where 
the coarse grid is obtained by removing one point every two points, an exact restriction such as injection cannot be per-
formed, as the barycentre of a coarse grid cell does not coincide with any barycentre of a fine grid cell. As a result, in the 
following section, injection was used for the FD method, whereas the second- (the so-called full weighting), third- and 
fourth-order restriction operators for the solution were tested for the FV method. 
The Loo norm of the discretisation error, the exact truncation error and the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3T£'||0O were 
computed and reported in Figs. 1 and 2. The numerical experiments follow the conclusions of the analysis of Section 2 
for both the linear and the non-linear problems. 
When the FD formulation is used in conjunction with injection to restrict the solution, Eq. (7) (linear) and Eq. (8) (non-
linear) hold withp = q = 2 ands = oo; then, we expect the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3T£'||0O tobeof the orderofp + q = 4. 
When the cell-centred FV method is used, Eq. (7) holds with p = q = 2 and s = 2, 3, 4 for the full weighting and the third- and 
fourth-order restrictions, respectively. Then, we expect the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3T£'||0O to be of order of two, three 
and four, respectively. When the second-order (full-weighting, s = 2) operator is used to restrict the solution of the FV meth-
od, the estimation of the local truncation error is no longer accurate in an asymptotic sense because the exact truncation 
error for this specific problem is of the order of two. 
3.1.2. Boundary condition analysis 
The previous analysis has been performed by omitting a boundary strip of length 1/8 of the domain. In fact, in the regions 
cióse to the boundaries, the Loo norm of the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3T£'||0O drops to a second-order magnitude. This 
problem is due to the boundary condition that is imposed on the coarse mesh. Whereas the interior nodes are restricted from 
the fine mesh using, for example, three fine grid points for third-order interpolation, the use of the same stencil for the coarse 
boundary points is impossible without using additional ghost cells, which is undesirable because it is code intrusive. Thus, to 
restrict the fine grid solution onto the coarse grid ghost cell, a third-order extrapolation must be employed. Because of the 
accuracy issues related to high-order extrapolations, we wished to avoid this procedure. When an analytical solution is 
known, the natural method would be to impose the Dirichlet condition as well at the coarse grid boundary points; however, 
as indicated in the following section, this strategy does not permit accurate x-estimation at the cells adjacent to the 
boundaries. 
Here, we analysed this phenomenon using the one-dimensional FV method on the linear problem, a third-order operator 
(s = 3) to restrict the solution and a first-order operator (r = 1) to restrict the residual for uniform grids. Therefore, developing 
the Taylor series around ü¡, and following the notation of Fig. 3, we obtain 
Fig. 1. ||.||IM of the error in the truncation error estímate for the ID linear problem on (a): uniform grids using finite difference method, (b): uniform grids 
using finite volume method. 
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Fig. 3. Fine and coarse grid notations. 
ü2¡+j = u ¡ + j 2 aiPhP ePüt dxP 
Using the coefficients a¡„ explicitly stated in Table 1, we obtain 
< ) r -3Ü2Í-3 ~ 6Ú2Í-2 + 39Ú2Í-1 - 52Ü2¡ + 27Ú2 Í +1 - 6Ú2í+2 + Ü2Í+3 32h2 -fi + / 2 ¡ 
H2 (f-Uj 5f í 3 d5üj 
"12 * d + 2 8 8 ~W 
(27) 
x
H
 + 0{H3) 
which is valid for the interior nodes and fulfils Eq. (7), by inserting the Taylor developments of Eq. (27) into Eq. (6), in the 
general case (considering p = 1/2), with the operator Ch defined in Eq. (25). 
However, at the cells adjacent to the boundary, if we denote the Dirichlet condition imposed in the ghost cell of the coarse 
mesh QH by u* (see Fig. 3), we obtain 
-26ü2¡_3 + 76ü2¡_2 - 36ü2i_i - 6ü2¡ + ü2M - u* Kk: 32/T -fi-l +/21-2 
To accurately estímate the truncation error at the cells adjacent to the boundary, we then need the following relation for u* 
to hold: 
u* = 11 Ü¡_i 
H d ú¡_i
 4 
T 2 ^ x ^ + 0 ( H ) ^ 
_ 29H düj^ _ 375H2 a 2 ü H _ 4349H3 ¿Pü^ _ 1655H4 ^ ü ^ , _ 4383H5 a 5 ü H 
~^T~dx 32 dx2 384^  dx3 6144 dx4 ~ 40960 dx5 
Table 1 
Taylors series coefflcients. 
i 
- 3 
- 2 
- 1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
P 
1 
-5/2 
-3/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
5/2 
7/2 
2 
25/8 
9/8 
1/8 
1/8 
9/8 
25/8 
49/8 
3 
-125/48 
-27/48 
-1/48 
1/48 
27/48 
125/48 
343/48 
4 
625/384 
81/384 
1/384 
1/384 
81/384 
625/384 
2401/384 
5 
-3125/3840 
-243/3840 
-1/3840 
1/3840 
243/3840 
3125/3840 
16807/3840 
6 
15625/46080 
729/46080 
1/46080 
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Fig. 4. Extrapolation of the coarse boundary condition from the interior nodes. 
Conversely, if we impose a Neumann boundary condition F* on 6Í2H, we obtain 
K),- = -29ü2¡_i + 70ü2¡ - 36ü2 32h2 - 6Ü2¡+2 + "2¡+3 F* 2/i ' •ft+h 
Then, we need the flux at the boundary to satisfy the following: 
H2 dAüj 
"12 ~dxF 
ffii _ 3H d2ü¡ _ \1H2 d3üj _ 113H3 d \ _ 411H4 d5üj 
~~dx~^2l)x¿~ 2 ~W~ 128 ~dxF ~ 30720 ~W F* = 
- 0{HA) • 
This means that if we impose the exact solution u* in the ghost cell or the exact flux F* at the boundary of the coarse mesh, 
this construct adds a source of error in the estimation of the truncation error using Eq. (6). To overeóme this problem prac-
tically, we can extrapólate the boundary condition of the coarse mesh from the grid nodes located in the interior of the do-
main. To ¡Ilústrate this problem, in Fig. 4, the estimation of the truncation error is reported after imposing the Dirichlet 
boundary condition and extrapolating the valué of the ghost cell from the interior nodes. It is demonstrated that the Dirichlet 
boundary condition causes a source of error in the cells adjacent to the boundary; this error decreases when the extrapola-
tion order increases. However, a large stencil is required to obtain an aecurate truncation error estimation. This procedure is 
easily realisable on one-dimensional structured grids. Higher-order extrapolation in multi-dimensional hybrid solvers is not 
an easy task; as a result, in practical problems, it would be simpler to extrapólate the truncation error estimate. This problem 
can be of importance for Euler or Navier-Stokes equations, if, for example, the isothermal wall bounded boundary condition 
is imposed. 
3.Í.3. Non-uniform grids 
In this section, we focused the analysis of the aecuracy of the truncation error estimate on non-uniform grids. The analysis 
is restricted to the converged solution of the linear problem of Eq. (23). 
£hIhu = 
* T * ( * ¡ ) = 
-Ihj-iUj+i + 2{hj + hj-{)Ui - IhjUj-i 
hihi-xQii + hi-i) 
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3 a? 
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Fig. 5. ID Finite difference method. 
The FD strategy employs a central discretisation, whereas the cell-centred FV method uses a central scheme to compute 
the first derivatives at the interfaces of the cells. For the linear case, these spatial discretisations yield the truncation error 
formulas of Eq. (28) for the FD method and Eq. (29) for the FV method with the notation explained in Figs. 5 and 6, 
respectively. 
£hJhu = -2/if-iUf+i + 2(h¡ + /i,-_i)u,- - 2h íu¡_1 
T h (X¡) = 
hihi_i(hi + h,-_i) 
/}¡ - h¡_i <93u¡ 
3 ~W 
h2 - hh^ + hj, d \
 3 
12 <9x4 + l ; (28) 
£ h J h U : 1 
x¡+i - x¡ 
U¡+i - U¡ U¡ - U¡_i 
hi hf-i 
(FV) 
Th(xO = a
2u¡ h¡ + h¡_i a2u¡ 
<9x2 2(x i+1 - x¡) dx2 
/if-/if_! d3u¡ 
6(x i+1 - x¡) <9x3 
ft3 + hj, (fu, 
"24(x i+1-x¡) <9x4 0(h
3) (29) 
It can be observed in Eqs. (28) and (29) that the truncation error has two different main contributions. Extra terms appear 
because of grid non-uniformity; note that Eq. (25) is recovered in the case of uniform grids. If the grid is highly distorted, the 
truncation error is dominated by these terms. For smooth meshes, e.g., h¡ - hi_-¡ ~ hf or higher, the truncation error attains 
second-order precisión, which is the known performance of central schemes on smooth meshes. At this point, it is important 
to stress that, for extremely distorted meshes, the magnitude of the truncation error becomes first order or order unity. 
n. 
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Fig. 6. ID Finite volume method. 
It is also worth mentioning that Eq. (28) (FD) and Eq. (29) (FV) differ when the grid is non-uniform. In the case of highly 
distorted meshes, the FV method yields an inconsistency because of the use of a non-weighted central scheme for the com-
putation of the fluxes at the interfaces of the grid cells. This problem has been previously reported by other authors, such as 
Jeng [15]. 
In the following section, we considered two distinct grid distributions. First, we considered a smooth, non-uniform grid 
distribution that maintains a second-order truncation error for both the FD and the FV methods. Second, we investigated the 
accuracy of the truncation error estímate for both discretisation approaches on highly distorted grids. Two different system-
atic mesh refinement strategies were employed to analyse the accuracy of the truncation error estímate. For the smooth non-
uniform case, the set of grids was built in such a way that the mesh quality increases with the refinement. Concerning the 
highly distorted grid, a set of grids was built in such a way that the quality of the grid was maintained throughout the refine-
ment. The reasons for using different systematic mesh refinement strategies are related to the specific feature we analysed, 
and they are explained in the following section. 
Smooth non-uniform grids 
The earlier equations of Eq. (28) (FD) and Eq. (29) (FV) indicated the presence of additional terms related to the non-uni-
formity of the grid. To maintain a second-order truncation error, we propose to use the following grid distribution: 
<7¡=] i = l , 
B = JL l n í l+(e"-l)*o 
" 2a m l i-(i-e-«)xo (30) 
x¡ = x0 1 sinh(a(f/,'-B)) sinh(aB) 
where imax is the overall number of nodes in the x-direction, a controls the stretching (a = 6 is used in this work) and x0 is 
the location in the domain where the grid lines are to be clustered, here set in the middle of the domain x0 = 0.5. This dis-
tribution yields smooth grids, as the difference of two successive intervals is of the order of 2, ensuring that the non-uniform 
and inconsistency terms of Eqs. (28) and (29) decrease at least at a second-order rate when the grid is refined, as indicated in 
Fig. 7. 
We analysed, as in Section 3.1.1, the magnitude of the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3x^11^ as the mesh spacing is re-
fined using different restriction operators for the solution. An initial imax = 129 grid was computed using Eq. (30); then, four 
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Fig. 7. of the non-uniform terms in the truncation error expressions (Eqs. (28) and (29)) using grid distribution from Eq. (30). 
Fig. 8. ||.||ÍM of the error in the truncation error estímate for the ID linear problem on (a): smooth non-uniform grids using finite difference method, (b): 
smooth non-uniform grids using finite volume method. 
Fig. 9. ||. ||ÍM of the error in the truncation error estímate for thelD non-linear problem on (a): smooth non-uniform grids using finite difference method, (b): 
smooth non-uniform grids using finite volume method. 
subgrids were extracted by removing one point every two points. Constructing the mesh levéis in this way ensures that the 
quality of the grid improves from a coarse level to a fine level, which fulfils the requirements of Oberkampf [1 ] for a system-
atic grid refinement study. Conversely, as explained earlier, this strategy also allowed us to decrease the magnitude of the 
non-uniform/inconsistent terms of Eqs. (28) and (29) when the grid is refined. 
The Loo norm of the discretisation error, the exact truncation error and the error in the estimation ||TH - ^ S T ^ H ^ have 
been computed, and they are reported in Figs. 8 and 9 for the linear and non-linear problems. 
It is first remarkable that for this specific choice of grid distribution, as discussed before, both discretisation and trunca-
tion errors decrease at a second-order rate. Concerning the truncation error estimation, the conclusions are the same as for 
the uniform study in Section 3.1.1. A restriction of order s >p is necessary to obtain an accurate estimation. 
Highly distorted grids 
Thus far, the estimation of the truncation error has been performed on uniform and smooth non-uniform meshes. It is 
interesting to observe what occurs when the grid becomes highly distorted, for example, if the truncation error estimation 
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Fig. 10. ||.||ÍM of the non-uniform terms in the truncation error expressions (Eqs. (28) and (29)) using grid distribution from Eq. (31). 
must be performed on unstructured or hybrid grids when the quality of the original mesh is not optimal. For this purpose, we 
performed an analysis of the linear problem of Eq. (23) by using the following distribution of nodes: 
x, = (i - \)hmií + (rand(i) - 0.5)h«Mf, hmif = im^í_v Q > 1 (31) 
where the function rana returns a random valué between 0 and 1 and q controls the distortion of the mesh. Eq. (31) is com-
posed of two parts; the first term on the right-hand side is the uniform distribution, whereas the second term represents a 
perturbation of order 0{hq) with a máximum amplitude ±03hunif. 
In this section, we studied the influence of the grid non-uniformities on the accuracy of the truncation error estimation. 
Thus, we did not consider a systematic mesh refinement that decreases the magnitude of the non-uniform terms in Eqs. (28) 
and (29). Instead, webuilt a sequenceof successively refined meshes froman ¡max = 17 base grid obtained fromEq. (31). The 
fine meshes were obtained by the bisection of coarse grid cells. In this manner, the characteristics of the base grid were 
maintained throughout the refinement process. Note that this approach is also valid in the sense of consistent mesh refine-
ment (see Oberkampf [1]). As shown in Fig. 10 for q = 1, the first term of the truncation error expression for the FV method 
(Eq. (29)) is of order unity. By contrast, the first term of the truncation error expression for the FD method (Eq. (28)) is of 
order one. 
At each grid level, a coarse grid was extracted by removing one point every two points to compute the truncation error 
estimation of Eq. (6). Plots of the error committed in the estimation of the truncation error as a function of the parameter q 
are reported in Fig. l l (a) for the FD method using injection to restrict the solution and in Fig. l l(b) for the FV method using 
fourth-order interpolation to restrict the solution. 
Concerning the FD case, the truncation error magnitude decreases as 0{h) for q = 1 and q = 2. Only when the distortion 
becomes very small (q = 3) does the truncation error decrease at a second-order rate. This naturally follows Eq. (28); for this 
sequence of grids, the truncation error is dominated by the first term of Eq. (29) (see Fig. 10), unless the distortion of the grid, 
governed by the parameter q, becomes negligible. The estimation of the truncation error, even for these low-quality grids, is 
highly accurate. In all cases, the magnitude of the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3x^11^ decreases faster than the exact trun-
cation error. Conversely, the discretisation error is not very dependent on the quality of the grid. The discretisation error de-
creases at a second-order rate for all q. This trend is due to the diffusion of the truncation error according to the error 
transport equation (Eq. (1)). 
The case of FV is more subtle. As mentioned earlier, if no special care is taken in the initial grid node distribution and in 
the refinement process, the analytic expression of the truncation error (Eq. (29)) yields an inconsistent term that dominates 
(see Fig. 10). The inconsistent term decreases as hq ~ 1 on the base grid, and as shown in Fig. ll(b), is constant throughout 
mesh refinement; therefore, the assumption p > 1 of Section 2 is not valid, and the accuracy of the estimation cannot be 
guaranteed. This scenario does not invalídate the estimation of the truncation error in FV solvers for distorted grids. Instead, 
this result indicates the importance of a rigorous study of the consistency of the numerical scheme employed to compute the 
fluxes, as we demonstrated in this work that even a very simple FV discretisation might deteriórate in the presence of grid 
non-uniformities. 
However, even for highly distorted grids, the estimator agrees with the FV method. Fig. 12(a)-(b) reports the exact trun-
cation error and the estimation for imax = 33 and imax = 257 using q = 1. Even for this pathological case, the main features are 
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Fig. 11. Error in the truncation error estímate using distorted grids, (a): finite difference method, (b): finite volume method. 
captured with reasonable accuracy. By contrast, this situation means that if the estimation is used as an indicator for mesh 
adaptation and if the initial grid is of very poor quality, the estimator will still predict the error with reasonable accuracy. 
Note that this is of importance when mesh adaptation in FV solvers, by local bisection of the edges, is performed. Also, in 
the regions where the magnitude of the truncation error is of order unity (for example, near discontinuities), the estimator 
is expected to maintain a reasonable behaviour. We experimented with the latter on a shocked flow in Section 4. 
3.1.4. Effect ofiteration error 
The previous analysis has considered the case of a converged solution. In fact, most papers in the literature (Berger [18], 
Bernert [19] or Fulton [20]) were devoted to the estimation of the truncation error on converged solutions. However, in Sec-
tion 2, we derived the full truncation error estímate expression (Eqs. (7) and (8)) where the iteration error eft is introduced. 
For the linear case, this derivation yielded a condition to be fulfilled for an accurate estimation of the truncation error when 
the solution has not converged (Eq. (17)). We propose in this section to verify this equation for the one-dimensional linear 
problem on uniform grids, and we discuss its extensión to general problems. The present study was performed using the FD 
method on a uniform one-dimensional grid. 
For convenience, we rewrote Eq. (17) as follows: 
xh — L-dca-Lh\L- ) (32) 
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Fig. 12. Estimation of the truncation error for highly distorted mesh, q = 1 for finite volume method, (a): imax = 33, (b): imax = 257. 
Table 2 
Linear restriction operators satisfying Eq. (17). 
Index fine grid 
h2Ch 
n
 >~áaí 
i" = injection 
Corresponding l" 
1% = 3rd order 
Corresponding l" 
X^ = 4th order 
Corresponding l" 
i - 3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.25 
0 
0.25 
i - 2 
0 
- 1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
-0.5 
i-í 
-i 
0 
0 
0.25 
- 2 
-0.5 
- 4 
0 
i 
2 
2 
i 
0.5 
1 
0.5 
7 
1.5 
i-H 
- 1 
0 
0 
0.25 
2 
1 
- 4 
0 
¡ + 2 
0 
- 1 
0 
0 
- 1 
0 
1 
-0.5 
¡ + 3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.25 
0 
0.25 
This equation states that, for a given linear discrete operator Ch (we remind the reader that c"ca is the coarse grid represen-
tation of Ch) and a given linear restriction operator J j , a linear residual transfer operator i" permits eliminating the remain-
ing terms of Eq. (7). Eq. (32) can be inverted to derive a restriction operator for the solution I^¡ from a given transfer operator 
for the residual i" and the discrete PDE operator C"ca. However, for our purposes, we prefer the formulation of Eq. (32), as we 
have constraints on the order of accuracy s (see Section 2) for the restriction acting on the solution, whereas no other con-
straints apply to the restriction of the residual i". 
By applying Eq. (32) to three solution restriction operators (injection, third and fourth orders), we obtained the following 
residual transfer operators, written in Table 2 in stencil notation. The symmetry of the problem allowed us to consider only 
7 x 7 matrices in Eq. (32), thus making the resolution independent of the overall number of nodes. 
From Table 2, the injection/full-weighting for the solution and the residual, which is a common combination within the 
multigrid strategy, in theory provides an accurate estimation of the truncation error at the first iteration. When the third-
and fourth-order operators are used to transfer the solution, residual operators also exist that, in theory, allow us to elim-
ínate the remaining terms of Eq. (7). 
Next, we propose to verify that the restriction operators from Table 2 truly cancel out the terms containing the iteration 
error in Eq. (7). For this purpose, we computed the truncation error estímate on the linear one-dimensional problem (Eqs. 
(23) and (24)) using the FD method and a uniform grid composed of 129 nodes. Each pair of restriction operators from Table 
2 has been tested, and the results are reported in Fig. 13(a), which reports the exact truncation error HT I^OO and the error in 
the estimation ||TH - 4/3T£'||0O. The results are compared with results obtained with the same restriction operators for the 
solution, but using injection for the residual instead of the operators computed with Eq. (32). These results are in perfect 
agreement with our analysis. When injection is used to restrict the residual, it does not fulfil the requirement Eq. (32) to 
obtain an accurate estimation in the first iteration. This relationship can be observed by deriving the remaining terms of 
Eq. (7), as follows. 
The first term (where the superscripts denote grid Índices, for convenience), using injection for the restriction X", reads as 
follows: 
lHhCh4 = Cít ^ Cít (33) 2e\ h 
The second term, which also uses injection to restrict the solution, becomes 
CHI"A= Ü j , / " (34) 
Then, combining Eqs. (33) and (34) yields 
llChe\ = C"l"he\ + ^ ^ + 0{hA) (35) 
Then, Eq. (18) holds with c = 1 /4, 1 = 2 and m = 4. 
In this case, even if the estimation is not accurate in the first relaxation steps, the estimation converges to the case where 
the restriction operator is computed with Eq. (32). This result is clear because, as long as the solution is advanced in pseudo-
time, the residual tends to equal zero, and thus the second term of Eq. (6) vanishes. 
Another remark concerns the curve corresponding to the third-order restriction for the solution in combination with the 
restriction operator for the residual given in Table 2. It can be noted that its magnitude does not appear to be much lower 
than the actual exact truncation error. However, we remind the reader that this result is a single grid result, and it can be 
verified that this third-order restriction operator on a sequence of grids of different spacing will exhibit third-order behav-
iour of the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3T£'||0O, as predicted in the analysis of Section 2. 
We have discussed the simplest case using FD, linear problems and uniform grids. Although the results are very encour-
aging, we shall discuss the extensión to other discretisations. 
• The extensión to a linear FV problem is straightforward when a uniform grid is concerned because both methods yield the 
same discretisation. 
• The extensión to non-uniform grids does not pose theoretical issues. We expected to obtain an a priori error estimation. 
However, in practice, the symmetry of the discrete PDE operators is lost, thus solving Eq. (32) cannot be accomplished by 
considering a single 7 x 7 matrix, independent of the overall number of nodes. In this case, local inversions must be 
performed. 
• Finally, the extensión to non-linear problems is clearly more subtle. Some precise analyses should be performed on the 
structure of the Jacobian. It is also important to note that in the analysis of Section 2, the assumption eft <c lhu has been 
made to derive Eq. (8). Thus, it is a difficult task to conclude the existence of restriction operators or coarse grid discrete 
PDE operators, which allow us to completely elimínate the remaining terms of Eq. (8) before any relaxation is applied. We 
left this exploration for future work. We proposed instead to test the restriction operators computed for the linear case 
(from Table 2) on the non-linear problem. Although a finer analysis would be required to ensure that they are optimum 
for the minimisation of the remaining terms of Eq. (8), we can see in Fig. 13(b) that they allow for an accurate truncation 
error estimation far before the solution has converged. For example, using injection/full-weighting (which satisfies Eq. 
(32) for the linear problem) to restrict the solution and the residual, the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3T£'||0O is two 
orders of magnitude lower than the exact truncation error for a relatively high residual norm of 2.10-1. Although a finer 
analysis would be necessary, this preliminary result for the non-linear equation demonstrates that the solution does not 
need to be fully converged to obtain a reasonable accuracy in the truncation error estímate. 
These results are encouraging and of importance for many applications; for example, in dynamic mesh adaptation, CPU 
time might be saved if the estimation of the truncation error is used to flag regions for refinement. This strategy might be 
particularly useful with meshes of bad quality because an estimation of the truncation error would be available in only a few 
iterations. 
3.2. Two-dimensional test cases 
The analysis performed for one-dimensional equations was extended in this section on two-dimensional problems. The 
analysis of Section 2 does not make any assumptions on the dimensionality of the problem. However, it states that the dis-
cretisation and truncation error have the same formulation both on coarse and fine mesh, requiring, as we demónstrate later 
in this section, some consistency in the topology of both grids. Therefore, under the assumption of topologically similar grids, 
we indícate in this section that the extensión to two-dimensional partial differential equations is straightforward. 
As in the previous case, the 2D linear diffusion (Poisson equation) and the nonlinear convection-diffusion (Burger's equa-
tions) are studied. The 2D equations considered here are as follows: 
- A u = / 1 + b . c , -Au + uux = / 2 + b.c (36) 
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Fig. 13. Evolution of the accuracy of the estimator, for ID finite difference problem on imax = 129 uniform grid, with respect to the convergence process. (a) 
Linear problem and (b) non-linear problem. 
(37) 
where b.c represents boundary conditions. We considered the following test functions: 
í/i(x,y) = 52cos(4x + 6y) ffifay) = 52cos(4x + 6y) - 4 sin(4x + 6y) cos(4x + 6y) 
u{x,y) = uex{x,y), V(x,y) e Q = [0, l ]2 \ u{x,y) = uex{x,y), V(x,y) e Q = [0, l ]2 
These problems nave the following exact solution: 
uex(x,y) =cos(4x+6y). 
Eqs. (36) and (37) were solved using standard second-order spatial schemes. An FV method with a second-order central 
scheme for the computation of the fluxes was used. This spatial discretisation then yielded a second-order discretisation 
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Fig. 14. Example of two-dimensional triangulated región. The coarse cell is obtained by fusión of the four fine elements. 
error as well as a second-order truncation error on smooth meshes. The steady-state solution was reached using a Runge-
Kutta relaxation scheme and a multigrid strategy. 
Similar to the one-dimensional case, we studied the effect of the restriction operator, acting on the converged solution, on 
the accuracy of the estimator. No further investigations are presented on the boundary conditions, the non-uniform grids 
and the iteration errors, as the conclusions were similar. Instead, we developed the case of fine and coarse grids possessing 
distinct topologies. 
3.2.1. Role ofthe restriction operator 
Fig. 15 reports the error in the estimation ofthe truncation error for linear, non-linear, and for both uniform and smooth 
non-uniform quadrilateral meshes (using the distribution of nodes of Eq. (30)). The conclusions are similar to the one-dimen-
sional case; when second-order full weighting is used to restrict the solution, the estimator is not accurate. When third- and 
fourth-order interpolation are used, the error in the estimation ||TH - 4/3T£'||0O is ofthe order of three and four, respectively, 
which ensure the estimation to be accurate, as the exact truncation error is of the order of two. 
3.2.2. Topology concems 
Thus far, estimations ofthe local truncation error have been obtained using a set of structured grids, coarsened equally in 
each direction. However, in the case of Cartesian grids and if we discretise the linear Eq. (36) using a central scheme, the 
expression ofthe truncation error has two components decoupled in the x and y directions. In this case, it is possible to coar-
sen the fine grid in only one direction and then obtain an estímate ofthe truncation error along one direction only. Indeed, let 
us consider Qh to be a uniform grid of spacing Ax, Ay and consider QH to be the associated coarse grid of spacing 2Ax, Ay. We 
then have the following equation: 
T h _ _ A * 2 h94u_Ay2 h^u 
12 dx4 12 <9y4 
H_ 4Ax2 HdAu Ay2 HdAu 
12 9x4 12 dy4 
Then, restricting xh using full weighting yields 
XH xuxh_ 3 (2Ax)2 Hífu 4 
T lh%
 ~ 4 12 1 dx*+U(n) 
which is the component ofthe truncation error in the x direction. Therefore, the analysis of Section 2 holds, and an accurate 
estimation of this contribution can be performed by the use of Eq. (7). 
However, the latter is a specific case. An important issue to tackle with 2D/3D geometries is that the estimator presented 
in this work makes the assumption that the formulation of the truncation error for a given operator C only varies with the 
mesh spacing (assumption (Al)). This assumption is true for an FV formulation if the fine and coarse mesh share the same 
topology and the same type of elements. Indeed, if we develop Eq. (3) for the linear Poisson equation Eq. (36) on arbitrary 
elements, we obtain 
th = £"l"u -/» * £ ((VhJhu)aí2? + t Ü • ñ ^ ? -/h = - ¿ E %.' ñlA» + ° ( f e ) 3 ) (38) 
where Vh is the volume ofthe cell with discrete boundaries 8C¿¡, Vh is the discretised gradient operator with the associated 
truncation error x\h, ñh h is the unit normal to the face and ShBQh is the surface área. 
Overlined symbóls represent averaging (typically at the centre of the faces), and then, the third-order term arises from 
this averaging. 
The presence ofthe normáis to the faces is illustrated in Eq. (38). When the same type of elements are used for the fine 
and coarse grids, these normáis cancel each other when taking the difference ofthe fine and coarse truncation errors, and the 
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Fig. 15. ||.||IM of the error in the truncation error estímate for the 2D problems. (a) Linear problem on uniform grids, (b) linear problem on smooth non-
uniform grids, (c) non-linear problem on uniform grids and (d) non-linear problem on smooth non-uniform grids. 
assumption (Al) holds. However, when different elements are used (for example, if coarse grids are generated by the 
agglomeration of fine grid cells, for example, the agglomeration of the four dual cells of Fig. 14) on the fine and the coarse 
grids, the truncation error differs not only by the grid spacing but also by the orientation of the elements; then, the analysis 
of Section 2 does not hold. This fact might be of importance if the method is to be applied on agglomeration-based multigrid 
solvers. Therefore, maintaining consistency in the topology from the fine grid to the coarse grids is mandatory as far as the x-
estimation is concerned. We discuss this issue using an example in Section 4. 
4. Numerical experiments on two-dimensional Euler equations 
We finished our study by performing an analysis of the estimation of the truncation error on the two-dimensional Euler 
equations, as follows: 
dV <9F dG _ 1 1 = S dt dx dy (39) 
with 
( p ) pu 
pv 
\PE) 
, F = 
( f 1 pu¿ +p 
puv 
V puH ) 
, G = 
( PV \ 
puv 
pv2 +p 
V pvH J 
and 
v-iy-r^pE-P^l) (40) 
Here, S is a source term introduced in the context of the method of manufactured solutions, and it is discussed in Section 4.1. 
We solved Eqs. (39) and (40) on quad- and triangle-based geometries using the vertex-based FV DLR TAU-Code [22]. DLR 
TAU-Code solves the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured hybrid grids by employing a second-order 
FV discretisation. The multigrid strategy implemented in TAU uses the full approximation scheme algorithm to compute the 
correction term on the coarse grids. The coarse grids are obtained by agglomeration of the fine grid dual cells. When the pri-
mary grid is composed of quadrilaterals (or hexahedrals for 3D computations), then the advanced front method is capable of 
agglomerating 4 quadrilaterals (8 hexahedrals) to créate a coarse quadrilateral (hexahedral), as in a structured solver. How-
ever, when the primary grid is unstructured, the agglomeration algorithm creates coarse grid elements that do not necessar-
ily maintain the fine grid characteristics. In the context of multigrids, this situation is not a strong limitation, particularly in 
TAU, where the coarse grid fluxes are computed with a first-order accuracy. However, in the context of truncation error esti-
mation, as we discussed earlier, it is of importance that the truncation error is identical between fine and coarse grids. This 
goal clearly cannot be accomplished if the elements differ from fine to coarse mesh. To circumvent this issue and to obtain 
estimations of the truncation error for unstructured grids, inthe followinganalysis, the fine mesh (where the flow solution is 
actually computed) was obtained from the coarse mesh by bisecting all of the edges. This method also allows the use of 
injection to restrict the solution from fine to coarse grids. 
Fig. 16. Manufactured solution. (a) Velocity streamlines, (b) density, (c) pressure and (d) Mach number. 
Two different test cases are considered next, with and without discontinuities. The first test case was obtained by the 
method of manufactured solutions [2,24]. The second problem treated here is the supersonic confluent flow [7], which 
exhibits strong discontinuities. In both cases, the AUSMDV second-order upwind scheme [25] was employed using a 
least-squares approach to reconstruct the gradients at the edges. 
4.1. Method of manufactured solutions 
In the code verification step, when systematic mesh refinement studies are performed to examine the formal order of 
accuracy, it is important that the analytic solution employed fulfils some requirements. Although the form of the manufac-
tured solution is somewhat arbitrary, it should be chosen to be smooth, infinitely differentiable (to avoid the cancellation of 
higher order derivatives) and realisable (i.e., solutions should be avoided that have negative densities, pressures, and tem-
peratures). The solution chosen in the scope of this work is as follows: 
p{x,y) = 1 + cos(2xy) 
u(x,y) = 2 + cos(4x) - sin(6y) 
v(x,y) = 2 + cos(4x) + sin(6y) 
p(x,y) = 1 + cos(2x) + sin(y) 
(41) 
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Fig. 17. \\.\\L of the error in the truncation error estímate for the Euler MMS problem. (a) Quads-based uniform grids, (b) quads-based smooth non-uniform 
grids, (c) triangules-based uniform grids and (d) triangules-based smooth non-uniform grids. 
This set of manufactured solutions is infinitely differentiable; thus, no derivatives vanish. The solutions are sufficiently 
smooth to guarantee a rapid convergence towards the asymptotic rate but also exhibit locally higher gradients, as can be 
observed in Fig. 16. Obviously, this set of solutions does not satisfy the original Euler equations. To accomplish this, source 
terms must be added according to the manufactured solutions. This task can be performed by the use of symbolic differen-
tiation and automatic code generation, as suggested by Roache [2]. For example, by inserting Eq. (41) into the Euler equa-
tions, the following source terms for the continuity and x-momentum equations arise: 
Sp = -2y sin(2xy)(2 + cos(4x) - sin(6y)) - 4sin(4x)(l + cos(2xy)) 
- 2xsin(2xy)(2 + cos(4x) + sin(6y)) + 6cos(6y)(l + cos(2xy)) 
Spu = -2y sin(2xy)(2 + cos(4x) - sin(6y))2 - 8 sin(4x)(2 + cos(4x) - sin(6y))(l + cos(2xy)) 
- 2 sin(2x) - 2xsin(2xy)(2 + cos(4x) - sin(6y))(2 + cos(4x) + sin(6y)) 
- 6cos(6y)(l + cos(2xy))(2 + cos(4x) + sin(6y)) + 6cos(6y)(l + cos(2xy))(2 + cos(4x) - sin(6y)) (42) 
The estimation of the truncation error has been performed using second- and third-order restriction operators to transfer the 
solution from fine to coarse meshes. Only steady solutions are considered in the following, and thus, the influence of the 
iteration error is not studied. The third-order restriction operator needs the computation of second derivatives. This compu-
tation is performed by applying the least-squares method (already used for the computation of the first derivatives in the 
reconstruction of the fluxes for the upwind schemes) again on the first derivatives. Eq. (8) holds with p = 2, q = 1 and 
s = 2,3 for second- and third-order restriction operators, respectively, and eft = 0. The use of a sequence of embedded meshes 
(by edge bisection) allowed us to compare the results obtained using the second- or third-order restriction operators with an 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 18. Absolute valué of the exact truncation error, continuity equation, on agglomerated coarse grid. (a) Cióse view of fine grid, (b) Cióse view of coarse 
agglomerated grid, (c) TE contours on the fine grid and (d) TE contours on the agglomerated grid. 
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Fig. 19. Supersonic confluence flow. (a) Analytic solution and geometry and (b) numerical solution, Mach number contours and streamlines. 
injection operator. Two primary grid elements are tested in the following, using quadrilaterals and triangulars, with the lat-
ter by the use of uni-directional diagonal meshes (destructured meshes). 
The L2 norm of the error in the estimation \\xh - 4/3TJ^||2 for all conservative equations, both for a uniform distribution of 
nodes and for a smooth non-uniform distribution (governed by Eq. (30)), is plotted in Fig. 17(a)-(b) for quads-based grids 
and Fig. 17(c)-(d) for triangles-based grids. As predicted by Eq. (8), the estimation is not accurate when second-order inter-
polation is used to restrict the solution. The error in the estimation has the same magnitude as the exact truncation error. An 
interpolation of order s > p is required. When the third order is used to restrict the solution from a fine to a coarse grid, the 
error in the estimation decreases with a rate of convergence higher than two when the grid is refined, which ensures that the 
estimation tends to be accurate when using a second-order spatial scheme. It must be noted that in this particular case, 
the use of a higher order restriction operator (here, injection) does not increase the accuracy of the estimation; thus, the 
Fig. 20. Supersomc confluence flow. (a) Exact truncation error and (b) truncation error estímate. 
following term in the Taylor series of the truncation error does not vanish, as is the case for the Laplacian operator (using a 
centred FD stencil). 
As mentioned in the previous section, it is of importance to maintain some consistency in the topology of the mesh be-
tween the fine grid and the coarse grid. To observe the effect of the element type on the shape of the truncation error, we 
performed a computation using a 129 x 129 uniform destructured grid. We computed the exact truncation error on this cur-
rent fine grid and on a coarse grid obtained by the agglomeration of fine grid cells (see Fig. 18(a)-(b)). In this specific case, the 
agglomeration algorithm generates a diagonal that crosses all of the domain in which the element orientations change. The 
contours of the exact truncation errors are reported in Fig. 18(c)-(d). In Fig. 18(c)-(d), the absolute valué of the exact trun-
cation error is depicted for the continuity equation for the fine grid and the agglomerated grid. It is illustrated in these plots 
that the shape and magnitude of the truncation error vary significantly between these grids, and high valúes are located 
where the orientation of the elements change; then, the analysis of Section 2 does not hold, as the error does not linearly 
decrease with the mesh spacing. Going back to Eq. (38), it is clear that the truncation error depends on the orientation of 
the faces, yielding a different distribution when computed on different elements or elements with a different orientation. 
Then, if the truncation error is to be estimated, it is mandatory that the fine grid and the coarse grid possess the same type 
of elements. 
4.2. Supersonic confluent flow 
Many fluid dynamics problems involve transonic flows, eventually with shocks. The methodology presented here to estí-
mate the truncation error makes assumptions on the smoothness of the flow, as it is based on the existence of a development 
of the solution in the Taylor series. However, it is of interest to examine the behaviour of the estimator in the presence of 
discontinuities. For this purpose, two-dimensional Euler computations were performed on the supersonic confluent flow. 
This test case is a puré supersonic flow with two shocks and a slip line. The geometry of the problem is schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 19(a). In zones 3 and 4, the pressure is p3 = p4 = 1.7238, and the slip line between zones 3 and 4 creates an angle 
of -0.745° with the horizontal direction. The oblique shock wave angles are / ¡ 3 = 33.605° and f¡4 = 44.992°. All flow variables 
can be computed using the oblique shock wave theory. 
The truncation error estimation was performed on a fully unstructured grid composed of 3558 nodes and 3346 triangles 
(see Fig. 19(b)), whereas the fine grid (where the flow was computed) was obtained by uniform refinement (edge bisection). 
The generation of the grids is performed in this manner to maintain some consistency in the quality and also to allow the use 
of the injection operator. As the flow exhibits strong shocks and a slip line, the assumptions of smoothness stated in Section 2 
do not hold; thus, no attempt was made to perform a rigorous analysis of the accuracy of the truncation error estimator. A 
qualitative analysis is more adequate in this case. The exact truncation error and the estimation of the truncation error are 
reported in Fig. 20(a)-(b). The truncation error estimator correctly predicts the locations of the error, mainly at the shocks. 
The slip line, where the velocity magnitude is discontinuous, is also predicted but with less precisión. The extensión to vec-
torial equations does not pose any problem to accurately estímate the truncation error. Although most of the work reported 
in the literature was performed using structured solvers, the extensión of this method to arbitrary elements is also possible 
as long as the fine and coarse grids share the same topology. 
5. Conclusions 
Accurate estimations of the local truncation error have been successfully performed on FD solvers and have been ex-
tended to FV solvers on uniform, smooth non-uniform and distorted grids. Conditions on the order of accuracy of the restric-
tion operators, the choice of the boundary conditions, the distortion of the grids and the magnitude of the iteration error to 
ensure accurate estimations have been derived and verified numerically on the scalar Poisson equation and on Euler equa-
tions. In this approach, a converged solution is not assumed; thus, an analysis of the accuracy of the estimation has been 
performed within the iteration process to the steady state. The results demonstrated that if the restriction operators and/ 
or the coarse grid discretisation are chosen carefully, then the estimation is accurate at the first iteration and yields a robust 
a priori error estimator. If no special attention is provided, then the estimation is accurate as long as the magnitude of the 
iteration error remains lower than the truncation error. The estimation of the truncation error presented here is based on the 
smoothness of the flow; however, when shocks are considered, the estimator behaves well and predicts the regions of high 
errors. In this paper, we extended the method to arbitrary elements and demonstrated that accurate estimations are also 
possible using any type of element with the necessary condition that the elements used for the fine and coarse grids are 
the same. With an accurate estimation of the local truncation error in hand, several applications are natural, such as mesh 
generation and mesh adaptation, higher order reconstruction or zonal modelling. 
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